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 PRODUCTS QUICK TESTS

Held Imola Flash £570
www.held-uk.co.uk

THIS IS A BRILLIANTLY clever garment. By day it’s a subtly 

shaded grey Gore-Tex jacket. By night it’s a hi-vis superhero, 

lighting up when hit by headlights to make you easily spotted 

on the road. The fibres of the 500D Cordura are coated with 

a reflective material that really does shine at night.

It’s a beautifully finished jacket. The fixed Gore-Tex liner 

keeps the rain out and the removable thermal liner is really 

warm. The jacket closes with a double zip – the inner one 

fixing a venting flap that can be covered by a warm rain 

maze in cold weather or, on hot days, you can ride with just 

that zip fastened for great ventilation. There are vents on the 

arms and back, too.

It has Level 2 CE armour in the shoulders and elbows, with 

a pocket to take a back protector. There are adjusters on 

the arms and waist, with stretch panels in the arms, for a 

snug fit. There are plenty of pockets (four on the outside, 

five on the inside) and 

there’s a long zip to 

connect it to trousers. 

It is an expensive 

jacket, but it feels like 

money well spent. It’s 

as comfortable on the 

bike as off it, will work 

in all weathers, and the 

way it delivers high 

levels of visibility at 

night while being 

low-key during the  

day is nothing short  

of genius. SIMON WEIR

 A camera flash demonstrates how the 

reflective coating lights the whole jacket up

Roadskin Elite jeans £149
www.roadskin.co.uk

BRITISH COMPANY ROADSKIN’S range 

of riding jeans has taken a big 

evolutionary step with the arrival of 

two new jeans. Rather than Kevlar, 

these newcomers use a new material, 

partly developed by Roadskin, called 

Titanite. It’s designed to be not just 

more protective but also smoother  

and cooler, so you can wear fully lined 

riding jeans in the summer in comfort.

The new pair I’ve been wearing most 

is the Elite (£129 without armour, £149 

with). Like all Roadskin jeans, they are 

neat and simple to look at, and 

reassuringly sturdy to wear. They took 

a couple of days to wear in but feel 

very good: comfortable, unrestrictive, 

and cool enough to wear off the bike.

The other new jeans using Titanite 

are called Maximus, priced at £199 with 

CE-approved hip and knee armour or 

£179 without. These are heavier jeans, 

and Roadskin make some seriously 

impressive claims for their abrasion 

resistance. While they look like regular 

civilian jeans, to me they feel too stiff 

and heavy. But I’m assured they will 

wear in, and I like the idea of highly 

protective riding jeans. CO

Arc-On Apex gloves £180
www.arc-on.co.uk

IT’S NOT OFTEN we can test how 

protective kit is, but a 50mph 

cold-tyre lowside on track 

certainly tested these Arc-On 

Apex gloves. My right glove took 

the brunt of the impact, where 

wrist and knuckle armour both did 

their job. I also smacked my left 

hand a few times but didn’t feel a 

thing. The kangaroo leather that 

makes the Apex light and comfy is 

hardly marked. These are the best 

compromise of comfort and 

protection I’ve ever worn. They 

are still perfectly wearable – I’ll try 

not to test them again… MATT HULL


